The contact contribution to the nuclear spin-spin coupling constant in HD is evaluated variationally by using the nonsingular contact spatial part /m(r, a) =exp( -r/a)/2 a 3 , a=0(10~6) a. u. /HD is calculated to be 39 Hz and is independent of the sharp short-range part of the trial firstorder wavefunction to the order 0 (a).
In recent papers 2 a variational calculation of the isotropic nonsingular contact contribution has been presented. There, the one-electron Hylleraas functional due to the whole second-order energy E2 is
-2(l|Ao-«o|l) + 4<l|I*tf/£/f,0> .
N
In (3) the integration over the electron spins has already been done. In particular, A0, j 0) and £0 are the unperturbed approximate one-electron hamiltonian, groundstate Coulson MO and eigenvalue, respectively. | 1) is the trial first-order MO of the HD molecule contact perturbed at the centres H and D, i.e. The molecules HD and H2 are identical with respect to their electronic distribution. By symmetry, the functions j D3) and \ D\) in jl) result from interchanging H and D in j Hs) and j H\ are linear variational parameters, the physical meaning of which will be explained later. The constants c[ t2 and cf)2 stem from spatial Schmidt orthogonalization (1 | 0) = 0. cx s and c2 s being of the order O (a 2 ) become negligible in (3). The 9?0 A in (4) are scaled ls-AOs. They are superimposed by the nonsingular functions
and <Pi,l = rv <p0", respectively. The sum of these two functions, cp^, approximates the exact first-order correction to (p« N , i.e. the exact nonsingular solution <px N of the atomic first-order perturbation (=jm) equation (k1 and k.2 are fitting constants). Like <px N the approximate function (px N is composed of a short-range part , rapidly decreasing at very short (subatomic) distances of the order 0(a) from the perturbing nucleus N, and a long-range part , gradually decreasing at large (atomic) distances. This partitioning follows from using the more realistic nonsingular magnetic moment distribution function rather
can be interpreted as the wavefunction of the electron "entering" the perturbing nucleus (contact) and leading to the non-divergent self-coupling term ENN~CA\fm<P")-
<pft\ describes the electron carrying its spin polarization away from the perturbing nuclear spin.
Going over to the molecule HD, by intuition one may expect that the sharp short-range part <£>1^ is unaltered. The long-range part now covering the internuclear (chemical) region transfers the electron spin polarization via the chemical bond from one nucleus to the other and enables its interaction with the second nuclear spin thus producing the nuclear spin-spin hetero-coupling energy 
to Avhich /HD is proportional. Note that in the variational Ansatz (4) the trial first-order wavefunction of the molecule contact perturbed at the centre N is different from that used in Reference 1 ' 2 . Pyykkö 3 has pointed out that £"HD depends on Ey^ if the trial function 2
\N)=CN\NS + N1)
with only one variational parameter cy is used. The calculation of from the operator fm including first-order terms in the non-relativistic atomic Pauli hamiltionian that are quadratic in the vector potential A gives a reasonable (not too high) value 4 . Therefore, one has still to find out whether the formally correct i^N-dependent approaches to £hd ? i-e. (33) and (37) appears to be independent of the cs N and hence of the (short-range) self-coupling term CiiS (see (6)) to the order 0(a). Summarizing the above results we deduce the following statements: a) The independent variations of c\ N and cs N in (4) are justified physically by the partitioning of the whole second-order energy due to the long and short-range parts of the first-order perturbed wavefunction.
b) The Ansatz (4) leads to a variational nuclear spin-spin coupling energy which is independent of the sharp short-range part (near the perturbing nucleus) of the first-order trial function to the order 0(a). c) By using the same numerical values for the molecular parameters as in Ref. 1 from (11) we find /HD = 39HZ (the experimental value 5 is 42.94 + 0.10 Hz). Varying the cross-terms of (3) (10) and (11) equal to zero. Thirdly, varying one of the self-coupling terms of (3) proportional to (IZ N ) 2 and employing only the long-range parts defined in (4) gives /hd = 39 Hz as well. This approach is equivalent to setting H?,i and C 2 ,\ in (10) equal to zero.
d) The three possible approaches of varying either the whole second-order energy (physically reasonable) or the cross-term or one of the self-coupling energy terms due to \N\) become equivalent in the case of #1,1 = -Ci.i, #2,i = -C2ti.
With our \N\) we find (12) well satisfied and hence /hd = 39 Hz for each of the three variational approaches. From using the nonsingular contact spatial part /w(r, a) and the Ansatz (4) we conclude that the long-range part • N\) of the trial first-order wavefunction spatially accounts for the NMR spin-spin coupling constant in HD to the order O(a).
